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A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ENGINEERING 
APPROACH TO NAVY SHIPBUILDING COST ESTIMATION 

by 

K. C. Yu 

In this study, the feasibility of developing regression models 
to predict the total cost of a Navy ship using the physical weights 
of the ship components as Independent variables was investigated. 
The various forms of regression analyses fall under the following 
three categories: 

(1) Linear multiple regression analysis. 

(2) Non-linear multiple legresslon analysis. 

(3) Adding-up process, which is an aggregation 
of two-variable regression analyses. 

It was found that the linear model is preferable over the non-linear 
model and the adding-up process. If the samples are properly selected, 
linear models which are statistically significant can be derived. 
Given its superiority over the other two models, the degree of 
accuracy of the linear model is still not high enough to produce a 
dependable point estimation for the total cost of the ship. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Subject, Objectives, Scope 

Shipbuilding cost estimation has been a subject of great importance 

to the U. S. Navy. Past experience shows that it is difficult to estimate 

shipbuilding costs accurately. This is true because the aspects of ship 

cost are extremely complex. It encompasses numerous variables which are 

not fully identified and the relationships among these variables are not 

fully understood. 

This study consists mainly of statistical analyses of Navy ship 

cost estimate data. The first objective of this study is to identify some 

of the Important engineering variables and to investigate their significance 

and relationships with respect to cost estimates. The second objective is 

to test the effectiveness of some methodologies chosen to achieve the first 

objective. 

The database available to this study consists of cost estimate data 

from a collection of contractor's bid proposals for Navy ships which were 

to be built. Therefore this study focuses on the earlier cost estimates, 

i.e., during the conceptual design stage. These estimates are important 

to the Navy as they serve as major factors in determining whether or not 

the ship will be included in the shipbuilding program. Estimation of the 

alteration, repair, and maintenance costs will not be included in this 

study. 

-1- 
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Ic should be emphasized that the data used In this study are not 

actual production cost data. They are estimates from contractors of 

what their production cost will be and what their profit will be to arrive 

at an estimated total cost. The Justifications of using these data are 

first,  they are the only data available and second, the results of the 

investigation will serve the practical purposes of evaluating on what 

basis the contractors prepare their bid proposals and predicting how much 

the contractors will bid. In this context, the contractors can be regarded 

as manufacturers and bidders. Their bidding characteristics will primarily 

be a function of the engineering and economic factors.  Therefore the 

engineering and economic aspects of ship cost with emphasis on the former 

will be the center of interest in this study. 

Theoretical Basis 

The theoretical basis which serves as a guide line to this study 

and possible future extension of this study is derived from the work of 

Professor Henry Solomon.  Some of the Important concepts of Professor 

Solomon are outlined below. 

"The earlier cost estimate requirements present great difficulties 

for at least two reasons.  (1) the relative scarcity of detailed technical 

information on which to base the estimates and (2) the many uncertainties 

concerning changes in technological, mobilization and economic conditions, 

since the path from the design stage to the completion of the construction 

stage requires a long time interval." 

Henry Solomon, "Estimating Cost of New Construction Navy Ships" 
Program in Logistics, George Washington University, 1969. 
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"Coat estimates may be used for two purposes. One Is to serve aa 

an input into program analyais (i.e., trade-off analyaia) to serve as 

a guide for chooaing among alternative designs, and the second is to 

determine an actual budgetary requirement. Ideally, the same cost estimate 

may serve both purposes, however, the demand for accuracy may in fact not 

be the same. It was often suggested that for program analyaia, the abso- 

lute cost value need not be accurate provided that the relative coats are 

accurate among the alternative designs. In analyzing budgetary requirement, 

higher accuracy in the absolute cost is required." 

"It is convenient to partition approaches to cost estimation into 

two types: engineering and economic. By no means are these approaches 

mutually excluaive, however, they do differ in emphaaia. The engineering 

approach refera to the estimate of costs of design entities which form a 

ahip or some multiple of the same ship without specific reference to the 

over-all shipbuilding program over time and/or the economic conditions of 

the industry during the relevant time period. The economic approach refers 

to studies which attempt to deal explicitly with the Industry and general 

economic factors such aa relative utilisation of factors of production, 

scale of output, industrial structure, etc., without specific reference to 

Individual product design. Obviously the need exists to integrate both 

approaches but this integration may not come about by simply using both. 

Each approach muat likely be modified in form and content to effect desired 

integration leading to a total model. This ia an ambitious objective and 

one which cannot be accomplished within the near future. A more modest 

goal is to effect improvements where necessary for each approach while 

recognising and formulating a more complete model." 
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DATA 

The data base for this study consists of two files. The cost 

file and the weight file. 

THE COST FILE 

The cost file Is a collection of bid proposals prepared by various 

contractors between the year 19SA to 1966. There are 989 records In the 

file. Each record represents a bid proposal prepared by a particular 

contractor In response to a particular "Invitation to bid" Issued by 

the Navy for the construction of a new ship. Among the total 989 

records there are 127 "Invitations to bid". Each "Invitation to bid" 

Involves only one distinct ship prototype although several may be built. 

Among the 989 records there are 29 different types of ships. 

Each type of ship may Include one or more different classes (each 

class Is identified with one distinct prototype). There are a total 

of 58 different classes. 

Each record Includes among other Information the following 

costs of ship components which are Important to this study. 

Hull structure cost 

Propulsion cost 

Electric plant cost 

Communication and control equipments cost 

Auxiliary system cost 

Outfit and furnishing cost 

Armament cost 

Profit 

Total Cost 

It should be noted that these costs are contractor's estimated costs. 

The Weight File 

The weight file consists of 143 records. There are 27 different 

types of ships included in the file. Each type of ship may Include one 
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or more different classes. The different classes of ships under a 

particular ship type In the weight file unfortunately do not correspond 

exactly to those In the cost file. Each record contains for one 

particular class of ship the following physical weights of the ship 

components In tons. 

Hull structure weight 

Propulsion weight 

Electric plant weight 

Communication and control equipments weight 

Auxiliary system weight 

Outfit and furnishing weight 

Armament weight 

Methodology 

The basic statistical tool to be used In this study Is regression 

analysis. The fundamental approach Is to test the feasibility of deriving 

regression equations which can accurately predict the total cost of the 

ship base on the engineering weight components of the ship. 

It should be noted that In the traditional engineering approach 

of estimating ship cost, a ship is usually divided into seven weight 

groups. They are: 

Hull structure 

Propulsion 

Electric plant 

Communication and control equipments 

Outfit and furnishings 

Auxiliary systems 

Armament 

In this study, the seven weight groups or their various trans- 

formations are primary elements which are to be used as independent 

variables of the regression analyses. 
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Th«re «r« two Important aspects of regression analysis which this 

study auat deal with. 

(1) The selection of samples, I.e., the determination of sample 
size and the basis of stratification. The stratifications to 
be considered are: 

(A) Stratification by the hull weight of the ship. 

(B) Stratification by propulsion weight of the ship. 

(C) Stratification by usage of the ship. 

(2) The form of the regression model (detailed descriptions of the 
various forms will be presented In the next coming section). 
The different forms of the regression model are: 

(A) The addlng-up process which is an aggregation 
of two-variable regression analyses. 

(B) Linear multiple regression analysis. 

(C) Non-linear multiple regression analysis 
which can be further subdivided into. 

(a) Dependent variable in non-linear form 
and Independent variables in linear 
form. 

(b) Dependent variable in linear form and 
independent variables in non-linear 
form. 

(c) Dependent variables In linear form 
and Independent variables in both 
linear and non-linear form. 

(d) Both dependent and independent variables 
In non-linear form. 

The guide line for the direction of the experimentations in this 

study Is based on the belief that a better regression equation can 

The "adding-up process" Is the term adopted to describe the 
ithod. It is not standard statistical terminology. 
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be derived by proper selection of the ebove two factors, I.e., proper 

selection of samples and proper selection of regression forms. Therefore 

the effort Is directed at determining which combination of these two 

factors will bear better results and how significant are these results. 

Detslled Descriptions of the Different Forms of Regression Analysis 

The Adding-up Process. 

In the adding up process of estimating ship cost, two-variable 

regression equations are derived for each of the seven weight groups 

1 2 
with component cost as the dependent variable and component weight as 

the independent variable. 

The two-variable regression equation takes the form 

•i - 
W 

- a + b Wi + e  , j - 1 to 7 , 1-1 to n . 

■ known component cost of the seven weight groups. 

■ regression parameters to be determined. 

component weights of the seven weight groups, 

- the residual, n - number of observations. 

The term "component cost" refers to the cost of the weight 
groups, i.e., hull cost, propulsion cost etc. 

2 
The term "component weight" refer to the physical weight of 

the weight groups, i.e., hull weight, propulsion weight etc. 
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Aftcr ehe a 's and b.'s are determined by the regression analysis, 

which will now be called a. and b , the prediction equation for the 

component cost of the seven weight groups becomes 

clj " •j ^ bj w14«     J " 1 to 7,1-1 to n 

c, ■ the estimated component cost. 

The total cost of the ship can then be estimated by using the equation 

7 
Y. - .J. cl1 + DEC. + CSC^ + proflt1 , 1-1 to n 

A 

Y  - estimated cost of the ship. 

DEC. - design and engineering cost. 

CSC. - construction cost. 

Linear Multiple Regression Analysis 

In the linear multiple regression analysis, the general form of 

the equation is as follows: 

Y, - the known total cost of the ship, 

b - regression constant to be determined. 

b. - regression coefficients to be determined. 

W ■ component weights of the seven weight groups, 

e. - the residual. 
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Non-linear Multiple Regression Analysis 

The equations for the non-linear multiple regression analysis may 

take the following forms: 

(1) Yi  "''o + j^j f(V1 + ei 

(2) fCY/ - bo + ji1 bj W^ + e1 

7 m 
(3)   Yi  "bo+ lSlbi Wii +'1 h! X ' + e 

X.. - any non-linear forms of the Independent variables 
such as the squares or the cross products. 

m ■ number of X.,  variables. Ik 

(4) «V1 - bo + ^ bj f(Wij)
1 + ei 

The Stcpwise Characteristics of the Regression Analysis 

With respect to the computational tasks for all of the regression 

analyses to be performed in this study, the stepwlse regression analysis 
2 

method given by the Biomedical Computer Program will be adapted.  This 

method is based upon the least-squares principle, a sequence of multiple 

linear regression equations is computed in a stepwlse manner. At each 

f(Y )  and f(W )  are respectively the transformations of the 

total cost and the component weights such as for example, the square roots, 
the reciprocals, the log values, the log., values etc. 

dV.  J. Dlxon.  biomedical Computer Programs (Berkeley, California. 
University of California Press, 1968), p. 2j3. 
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step one variable Is added to the regression equation. The variable 

added Is the one which makes the greatest reduction In the error sum 

of squares. 

The following symbols which are related to regression analysis 

will be used throughout this study. 

Y 

Y 

Y 

s 

b 

Jb 

n 

P 

e 

independent variables. 

predicted value of the independent variable. 

sample mean of the independent variable. 

sample standard deviation of the Independent variable. 

coefficient of variation of the independent variable, 

is equal to  Y . 

Y 

multiple correlation coefficient.  (R - r if there is only 
one independent variable; r is the correlation coefficient). 

standard error of estimate. 

regression coefficient. 

standard error of the regression coefficient. 

number of observations. 

number of independent variables. 

residual (the error term). 
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Natur» mad Ll«lt«tlon of the Available Data With Respect to the 
Statistical Analyses to be Performed 

Cost Data 

The data in the cost file are In reality the estimated cost of 

the contractors, but In the context of the statistical analyses to be 

performed in this study, they are not estimated data; they are the given 

observations. These data will not be referred to as estimated data for 

the statistical analyses so as to avoid confusion with the estimated 

entities of the regression equations. 

Weight Data 

The component weights of the ships are given in the weight file 

In tons. As mentioned earlier, the ship classes found under each type 

of ship in the weight file are not exactly the same as those found in 

the cost file. (Recall that each class represents a prototype of ship. 

One type of ship may include one or more different classes. There are 

59 different classes in the cost file and 143 classes in the weight file). 

This means that the true weight for the ship's components are not avail- 

able for all the ships in the cost file. Weight averages were computed 

for the component weights for all the classes under a given ship type in 

the weight file and these computed average component weights were assigned 

to every ship under the same type in the cost file. Use of approximate 

weights and not the true weight will affect the accuracy of the experiments. 
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There are some ship types In the cost file for which weight Infor- 

mation Is unavailable. Therefore, In the cost file, the number of records 

must be reduced from 989 records to 928 records and the number of types of 

ships must be reduced from 29 to 26. Detailed descriptions of the 26 

different types of ships which are to be used for statistical analyses are 

shown In Table 1. 

The following abbreviations will be used for the ship component 

weights: 

HW - Hull structure weight 

PW - Propulsion weight 

EW - Electric plant weight 

CW - Communication and control equipment weight 

AUW - Auxiliary system weight 

OFW - Outfit and furnish weight 

ARW - Armament weight 

Price Deflator 

The data In the cost file have been collected from the years 1954 

to 1966. The statistical analysis alms at serving the engineering approach 

where only cost as a function of weight la relevant. The change in price 

which Is a function of time Is irrelevant and should be eliminated to avoid 

Introduction of additional error variance. 

Therefore, all cost data In the cost file were adjusted with the 

price deflator for producer's durable equipment obtained from the Economic 

Report of the President. 1969. 
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TABLE 1 

DESCRIPTION OF SHIP TYPES 

Typ« Description            Number 
Under ' 

of Classes   Number of Ships 
rhis Type    Under This Type 

AE Ammunition ship 3                33 

AFS Combat store ship L                24 

AGOR Research ship )                62 

ACS Surveying ship I                                     13 

AKA Cargo ship                 j L                18 

AOE Fast Combat Support ship      '. L                 4 

AOR Replenishment oiler          : L                 8 

AS Submarine tender i                                       19 

CVA Attack aircraft carrier J                6 

DD Destroyer                 * !               19 

DDG Guided missile destroyer      ] L              109 

DE Escort ship                ! >               126 

DEC Guided missile escort ship    ] L                27 

DLG Guided missile frlgste i                                     74 

DLGN Guided missile frigate       J L                3 

LPD Amphibious transport dock     2 !               29 

LPH Amphibious assault ship       J I               10 

LSD Dock landing ship           2 !                36 

LST Tank landing ship           2 !               26 

MBC Mine sweeper                3 1              106 

MSI Mine Sweeper               2 !               22 
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TABLE 1 — Continued 

Type   Description Nuaber of Classes   Nuaber of Ships 
Under This Type    Under This Type 

PGM Mine sweeper 1 22 

SS Submarine 2 8 

SSBN Ballistic missile submarine 4 31 

SSN Nuclear submarine S 63 

YP Patrol craft 1 28 

Data Processing 

Because of Che large volume of data Involved, all operations on 

the data and computations must be performed by the computer, except for 

some simple calculations of ratios which were done by slide rule. 

The data processing phase constitutes a large amount of effort 

In this study. The cost file was not arranged In formats which could be 

used readily as data Input for performing the needed computations with 

the computer, and the file had to be edited for errors and missing data. 

Numerous computer programs have to be written to perform the teak 

of analysing the contents, detecting errors and correcting errors In the 

cost file. Another Important task Is to write the computer programs to 

create numerous Input files which contain data from both the cost file 

and weight file and put In format which allows computer execution of the 

numerous varieties of regression analyses and other computations. 

xhe author wishes to express his appreciation to Mr. Jason Benderly 
for his joint effort with the editing task. 



CHAPTER II 

MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

The purpose of this chspter Is to answer the basic question of 

whether it is possible to derive multiple regression equations to 

predict the total cost of a ship if the component weights are known. 

Using the Total 928 Ships 

A stepwise regression analysis was performed using the total cost 

of the ship as the dependent variable and the seven component weights 

(HW, PW, Of, AUW, EW, OFW, ARW) as independent variables. The entire 

928 ships were used. The results are summarised in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

RESULTS OF STEPWISE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR THE TOTAL 
928 SHIPS.  TOTAL COST AS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, COMPONENT 

WEIGHTS1 AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES, n - 928 

Independent 
variable added R2 AR2 s/Y 

PW .2929 .2929 1.52 

HW .3111 .0182 1.50 

AUW .3165 .0054 1.49 

OFW .3190 .0025 1.49 

EW .3214 .0025 1.485 

CW .3274 .0059 1.48 

ARW .3274 .0000 1.48 

? - 176.170    oY - 317,977    v - 1.8 

"Component weights" should slways mean the seven component 
weights HW, PW, BW, CW, AUW, OFW, ARW unless otherwise specified. 

-15- 
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The following discussion is intended Co familiarize the readers with 

the interpretation of the results of the stepwise regression analyses 

presented. As mentioned earlier, the stepwise regression analysis performs 

the computation by steps, adding independent variables to the multiple 

regression equation one at a time. The variable which contributes most to 

the reduction of the error sum of squares (or equivalently contributes most 

2 
to increase the value of R ) is the one to be included ahead of the other 

remainders.  For example, in reeling Table 2, PW is the one which has the 

greatest contribution, HW comes next, AUW comes third and so on. In 

some cases, as should be seen in the later experiments, when an independent 

2 
variable is added, the increase in R  is so small as to be negligible, 

the computation will stop and ignore all remaining independent variables 

because it is useless to make any further computations. In reading the 

tables, the following notations should be 1 llowed: 

Y - Sample mean of the dependent variable, 

o  - Sample standard deviation of the dependent variable, 

v - Coefficient of variation. 

v-i- 
Y 

s    ■    Standard error of estimate. 
1/2 

2 2 AR    *    Increase in R   . 
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One important caution In reading the results In the table Is 

that when an Independent variable added shows little contribution to 

2 
increasing the value of R , one should not Immediately assume that 

this Independent variable Is unrelated to the dependent variable. 

The fact Is that sometimes the Indepenuent variables are highly cor- 

related among themselves, they share the same characteristics that 

2 2 
contribute to the value of R .so that when the contribution to R 

Is assigned to the first independent variable to enter the equation, 

it will not be repeatedly assigned to the Independent variables that 

come later. To prove and demonstrate this point, seven separate two- 

variable regression analyses were performed using the total 928 records, 

with total cost of the ship as dependent variable and with one and only 

one of the component weights as Independent variable. The results of 

the seven separate two-variable regression analyses were tabulated In 

Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

RESULTS OF TWO-VARIABLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR THE TOTAL 928 
SHIPS.  TOTAL COST AS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, COMPONENT WEIGHT 

AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,  n - 928 

Independent 
variable R2 AR

2 s/Y 

HW .2530 .2530 1.56 

PW .2929 .2929 1.51 

EW .2878 .2878 1.53 

CW .1430 .1430 1.67 

AUW .2430 .2430 1.57 
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TABLE 3 — Continued 

Independent 
variable R2 AR2 s/Y 

OFW .1432 .1432 1.67 

ARW .1000 .1000 1.70 

Y - 176,170 0
Y" 

317,977 V v - 1.8 

2 
The values of  AR  for the weight components in Table 3 are much 

higher than those in Table 2 except for PW which was the first indepen- 

dent variable to enter in Table 2. Looking at the results of Table 2 and 

2 
Table 3, it is evident that the values of R  and s/Y in these experi- 

ments are not satisfactory. One visible reason is the value of the standard 

deviation of the dependent variable o  , which has a high value and conse- 

quently caused the value of the coefficient of variation v to be high, 

this is an indication that the sample is highly dispersed relative to the 

mean. 

At this point, it seems necessary to clarify what is to be considered 

2 
satisfactory or not satisfactory for the value of R  and s/Y . The 

Judgement to be made here must necessarily be subjective. From the charac- 

teristics of the numerous experiments which one will observe later, it 
> 

A. _ 

appears that an R  of less than .70 and/or a s/Y of greater than  .30 

aire usually associated with a regression analysis where the sample strati- 

fication and/or the regression form used were poor; poor in the sense 

that much better selections of one or both of these two factors can lead 

2       - 
to much improvement in th« value of R  and s/Y . For example, one can 

2 
observe in Table 4 that for the small hull group, the value of R  is .1183 
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and the value of s/Y Is 2.73 these results are evidently poor. By 

further stratification of this small hull group, it is possible to 

improve the value of R  to .8135 and s/Y to .24 as obtained in 

the Small Hull Subgroup-1 shown in Table 7. Therefore, from the vlew- 

2 
point of statistical significance, an R  of less than .70 and/or an 

s/Y of greater than .30 will be arbitrarily considered as unsatis- 

factory. But when it comes to the practical purpose of predicting the 

total coat of the ship (which is the dependent variable of the regression 

analysis) an s/Y value of greater than .05 can still be Judged as 

unsatisfactory if one considers that in most of the ships under study, 

the total cost of the ship is often much over ten million dollars. In 

this case, the determining factor which Is Important is the purpose for 

which the predicted value is to be used by the decision maker. 

It should be noted that the variable s/Y is favored to be used 

over the value of s in this study because it enables comparisons between 

different experiments where samples are made up of ship groups with dif- 

ferent magnitudes of the dependent variable. The use of s/Y provides 

a common unit for comparing results of the different regression models. 

Stratification by Hull Weight 

Hoping that the regiession analyses results would Improve if the 

samples used were more homogeneous, the total 928 ships were stratified 

into 3 groups with respect to magnitude of hull weight. 

(1)  Small Hull Group - Ships with hull weights of less 
than 2000 tons.  There are 12 types1 with 605 ships 
in total. 

^he  types are:     AGOR,  ACS,  DD,  DDG,  DE,  DEG,  MSC,  MSI, PGM, 
SS,  SSN, YP.2 

2 
Detailed descriptions of ship types are given in Table 1. 
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(2) Mediua Hull Group - Ships with hull weights between 
2000 sad 7000 tons, there are 11 types1 with 303 
ships In totsl. 

(3) Lsrge Hull Group - Ships with hull weights shove 
8000 tons. There sre 3 types2 with 20 ships In 
totsl. 

Three stepwlse regression snslyses were performed for the above three 

groups using the totsl cost of the ship as dependent variable and the seven 

coaponent weights ss ths independent variables. The reaulta are shown la 

Tables 4, 5, and 6. 

The reaulta show significant laproveaent for the Mediua Hull group 

2 
and the Large Hull group. The value of R 's had increaaed and the value 

of — had decreaaed substantially froa those in Table 2. It should be 

observed that theae two groups had a relatively aaall value for the coeffi- 

cient of variation v . However, there waa not laproveaent for the Saall 

Hull group, it can be seen that this group haa a high coefficient of varia- 

tion, v - 1.8 . 

. ^e types are: AE, AFS, AKA, AS, OLG, DLGH, DPD, LPH, LSD, LST, 
SSBN.* 

2 3 
The types are; A0E, A0R, OVA. 

Detailed descriptions of ship types are given in Table 1. 
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TABLE 4 

RESULTS OF STEPWISE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR THE 
SMALL HULL GROUP WHICH CONSISTS OF SHIPS WITH HULL 

WEIGHT LESS THAN 2000 TONS.     TOTAL COST AS DEPENDENT 
VARIABLE,  COMPONENT WEIGHTS AS  INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. 

n - 605 

Independent        _      2 

Variable added    R     AR     s/Y 

HW .0956 .0956 2.76 

OFW .1127 .0171 2.73 

EW .1180 .0054 2.72 

PW .1183 .0002 2.73 

Y - 115,557 

o - 334,630 
Y 

v - 2.9 
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TABLE 5 

RESULTS OF STEPWISE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR THE 
MEDIUM HULL GROUP WHICH CONSISTS OF SHIPS WITH HULL 

WEIGHT FROM 2000 to 7000 TONS. TOTAL COST AS DEPENDENT 
VARIABLE, COMPONENT WEIGHTS AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. 

n - 303 

Independent 
variable added R2 AR2 s/Y 

EW .2308 .2308 .330 

OFW .3424 .1116 .306 

ARW .3725 .0302 .299 

HW .3941 .0215 .294 

AUW .4274 .0330 .285 

CW .4290 .0016 .286 

PW .4327 .0057 .285 

Y - 250, 081 

o - 93, 
Y 

704 

v - .376 
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TABLE 6 

RESULTS OF STEPWISE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR THE 
LARGE HULL GROUP WHICH CONSISTS OF SHIPS WITH HULL 

WEIGHT GREATER THAN 7000 TONS.  TOTAL COST AS DEPENDENT 
VARIABLE, COMPONENT WEIGHT AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. 

20 

Independent 
variable added R2 AR2 • /Y 

AUW .9386 .9386 .201 

CW .9388 .0002 .205 

Y - 889,961 

o - 702,641 

v - .795 
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The results show significant improvement for the Medium Hull 

2 
group and the Large Hull group. The value of R 's had increased 

s 
and the value of — had decreased substantially from those in Table 2. 

Y 
It should be observed that these two groups had a relatively small value 

for the coefficient of variation v . However, there was no improvement 

for the Small Hull group, it can be seen that this group has a high coef- 

ficient of variation, v ■ 1.8 . 

It seems reasonable to make the following postulates at this 

point: 

Postulate I  A good result from regression analysis can not be 
expected if the coefficient of variation of the 
dependent variable v is high. 

Postulate II That the result of the regression analysis can be 
improved if the sample can be stratified into sub- 
samples which have smaller value of v . 

Further Stratification of the Hull Weight 

To test Postulates I and II Just mentioned in the previous section, 

the small hull group whose results were reflected in Table A to be poor was 

further stratified into three subgroups: 

(1) Small Hull Subgroup-1 - Ships with hull weights less 
than 500 tons.  There are 4 types2 with a total of 
128 ships. 

A good result in regression analysis means here a low value of £ 
and a high value of R^. - 

2The types are:  MSC, MSI, PGM, YP.3 

3 
Detailed description of ship types are given in Table 1. 
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(2) Small Hull Subgroup-2 - Ships with hull weight between 
500 to 1000 tons. There are 5 types1 with a total of 
228 ships. 

(3) Small Hull Subgroup-3 - Ships with hull weights between 
1000 to 7000 tons. There are 3 types2 with a total of 
199 ships. 

Stepwise regression analyses were performed for these three groups 

with total cost as dependent variable and the component weights as inde- 

pendent variables.  The results are shown in Tables 7, 8 and 9. 

The result shows significant improvement of the Subgroup-1 and the 

Subgroup-2, but no improvement for the Subgroup-3. Looking at the value 

of v , it is .55 for the Subgroup-1, .545 for the Subgroup-2, and 2.38 

for the Subgroup-3. 

This reinforces Postulates I and II which stated that it is impossible 

to obtain good regression results if v is large and that results can be 

improved if the value of v can be reduced by proper stratification. How- 

ever, a new postulate can be made here, that is: 

Postulate III - Stratification into smaller sub-groups does 
not always result in reduction in the value 
of v . 

The types are: AG0R, AGS, DD, DE, SS. 

2 3 The types are:    DDG, DEC,  SSN. 

3 
Detailed descriptions of ship types are given in Table 1, 
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TABLE 7 

RESULTS OF STEPWISE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR THE 
SMALL HULL SUBGROUP-1 WHICH CONSISTS OF SHIPS WITH HULL 

WEIGHT LESS THAN 500 TONS.  TOTAL COST AS DEPENDENT VARIABLES, 
COMPONENT WEIGHTS AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. 

n - 178 

Independent 
variable added R2 AR2 8/Y 

AUW .8092 .8092 .24 

EW .8135 .0043 .24 

Y - 12,523 

oY - 6,932 

v - .55 
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TABLE 8 

RESULTS OF STEPWISE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR THE 
SMALL HULL SUBGROUP-2 WHICH CONSISTS OF SHIPS WITH HULL 

WEIGHT BETWEEN 500 to 1000 TONS.  TOTAL COST AS DEPENDENT 
VARIABLE, COMPONENT WEIGHTS AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. 

n - 228 

Independent        _      . 
variable added    R    AR     a/Y 

PW .8397 .8397 .220 

UW .8838 .0441 .187 

AUW .9054 .0216 .169 

EW .9060 .0006 .169 

Y - 91,375 

o.Y - 49,952 

v - .545 
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TABLE 9 

RESULTS OF STEPWISE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR THE 
SMALL HULL SUBGROUP-3 WHICH CONSISTS OF SHIPS WITH HULL 

WEIGHT BETWEEN 1000 to 2000 TONS.  TOTAL COST AS DEPENDENT 
VARIABLE, COMPONENT WEIGHTS AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. 

n - 199 

Independent        „      » 
variable added     R     AR      s/Y 

AUW .0423  .0423    2.33 

HW .0428  .0005    2.34 

Y - 235,432 

oY - 560,374 

v - 2.38 
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Stratlfication by Propulsion Weight 

At this point, it seems correct that proper stratification results 

2 
in multiple regression equations which have a higher value of R  and a 

lower value of s/Y . But so far all previous attempts show that the 

value of s/Y has not been less than 20%. This is not satisfactory for 

practical prediction purposes. The question arises as to whether there 

are some better approaches to stratify the samples other than by hull 

weight. In this section, the results of stratification by propulsion 

weight will be discussed. The entire 928 ships were divided on the basis 

of propulsion weight into: 

(1) Small Propulsion - Ships with propulsion weight less 
than 500 tons. There are 10 types-^ which make a total 
of 440 ships. 

(2) Medium Propulsion - Ships with propulsion weight 
between 300 and 1000 tons. There are 12 types^ 
with 463 ships in total. 

(3) Large Propulsion - Ships with propulsion weight 
greater than 1000 tons. There are 4 types- with 
23 ships in total. 

Stepwise regression analysis was performed as before and the results 

are shown in Table 10, 11 and 12. The results show no significant improve- 

ment over the stratification by hull weight, it exhibits the same characLer- 

istics that a low value of v leads to better results and a high value of 

v can lead to very poor results. 

^he types are: AGOR, AGS, DE, DEG, LST, MSC, MSI, PGM, SS, YP.4 

2The types are: AE, AFS, AKA, AS, DD, DDG, DOG, LPD, LPH, LSD, 
SSBN, SSN.4 

3 4 
The types are: A0E, ADR, CVA, DLGN. 

4 
Detailed descriptions of ship types are given in Table 1. 
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TABLE  X0 

RESULTS OF STEPWISE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS  FOR THE 
SMALL PROPULSION  GROUP WHICH CONSIST OF SHIPS WITH PROPULSION 
WEIGHT LESS THAN  500 TONS.     TOTAL COST AS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, 

COMPONENT WEIGHTS  AS  INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. 

n - 440 

Independent 
variable added R2 AR2 a/Y 

PW .8846 .8846 .288 

HW .8952 .0107 .273 

EW .8991 .0039 .269 

OFW .9078 .0087 .258 

ARW .9136 .0057 .249 

CW .9179 .0043 .243 

AUW .9187 .0008 .242 

Y - 57,883 

o - 48,600 

v - .84 
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TABLE 11 

RESULTS OF STEPW1SE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR THE 
MEDIUM PROPULSION GROUP WHICH CONSISTS OF SHIPS WITH 

PROPULSION WEIGHT BETWEEN 500 to 1000 TONS.  TOTAL COST 
AS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, COMPONENT WEIGHTS AS INDEPENDENT 

VARIABLES. 

n - 465 

Independent 
variable added R2 AR2 s/Y 

EW .0033 .0033 1.45 

OFW .0131 .0099 1.44 

CW .0295 .0163 1.43 

AUW .0344 .0049 1.43 

PW .0348 .0004 1.43 

HW .0353 .0005 1.44 

ARW .0359 .0006 1.44 

Y - 254,717 

oy - 370,110 

v - 1.46 
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TABLE 12 

RESULTS OF STEPWISE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR THE 
LARGE FROFULSION GROUP WHICH CONSISTS OF SHIPS WITH 

PROPULSION WEIGHT GREATER THAN 1000 TONS. TOTAL COST 
AS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, COMPONENT WEIGHTS AS INDEPENDENT 

VARIABLES. 

n - 23 

Independent 
variable added R2 AR2 s/Y 

ARW .9175 .9175 .228 

OFW .9273 .0097 .220 

PW .9382 .0110 .206 

Y - 851, 066 

Oy ■ 661, 724 

v - .78 



Stratification by Usage 

Wot satisfied with tne hull weight and propulsion weight stratifi- 

cation, three groups of ships having the same usage were selected for 

ar.alyses. 

(1) Transport Ship group. Includes type AE, AFS, 
AS, AKA. The total number of ships Is 94. 

(2) Combat Ship group. Includes type DD, DDG, DE, 
DEC, OLG, DLGW. The total number of ships Is 
358. 

(3) Amphibious Ship group. Includes types LPD, LPH, 
LSD, LSI. The total number of ships Is 101. 

Three stepwlse regression analyses were performed for these groups 

with total cost as dependent variable and the component weights as  inde- 

pendent variables. The results are shown In Tables 13, 14 and 15. 

The result shows convincing Improvement over the previous two 

stratifications In the following two aspects. First, It seems more un- 

likely In this stratification scheme to come up with an extremely large 

value of v thus very poor results and second, the value of a    has been 

Y 
reduced and at some Instance to as low as 13.3%, which the previous two 

stratifications were not able to achieve. However, a 8_   value of 13.3% 

Y 
Is still not satisfactory for practical prediction. 

Analyses of Ratios and Coefficients 

In order to facilitate overall analysis of the various experiments 

Just performed, two tables were prepared. Table 16 tabulates the values 

2 
of v , s/Y and R  for the 13 different groups. Table 17 tabulates the 

correlation coefficient, r   , between the total cost (dependent variable) 
xy 

and the component weights (independent variables) for the 13 different 

groups. 
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TABLE 13 

RESULTS OF STEPWISE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR THE 
TRANSPORT SHIP GROUP. TOTAL COST AS DEPENDENT 

VARIABLE, COMPONENT WEIGHTS AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. 

n - 94 

variable added R2 AR2 a/Y 

OFV .7156 .7156 .174 

ABU .7162 .0007 .175 

Y - 221,420 

Oy - 71,662 

.323 
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TABLE 14 

RESULTS OF STEPWISE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR THE 
COMBAT SHIP GROUP.    TOTAL COST AS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, 

COMPONENT WEIGHTS AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. 

n - 358 

Independent 
variable added R2 AR

2 8/Y 

EW .8193 .8193 .180 

PW .8790 .0596 .146 

CW .8986 .0196 .135 

OFW .8997 .0011 .134 

ARW .9022 .0025 .133 

Y - 161,531 

o   - 68,085 

v - .425 
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TABLE IS 

RESULTS OF STEPWISE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR THE 
AMPHIBIOUS SHIP GROUP.  TOTAL COST AS DEPENDENT 

VARIABLE, COMPONENT WEIGHTS AS INDEPENDENT 
VARIABLES. 

n - 101 

Independent 
variable added R2 AR2 8/Y 

cw .7899 .7899 .160 

HW .8218 .0319 .148 

ARW .8221 .0003 .148 

Y - 226, 419 

oY - 78, 586 

v - .35 
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TABLE 16 

SUMMARY TABLE FOR THE VALUES OF v. s/Y AND R  OF THE 
STEPWISE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSES FOR THE DIFFERENT 

STRATIFICATIONS. 

Stratification V s/Y R2 

Total 928 shlpa 1.800 1.480 .3274 

Small Hull group 2.900 2.730 .1183 

Medium Hull group 0.376 0.285 .4327 

Large Hull group 0.795 0.205 .9388 

Small Hull Subgroup-1 0.550 0.240 .8135 

Small Hull Subgroup-2 0.545 0.169 .9060 

Small Hull Subgroup-3 2.380 2.340 .0428 

Small Propulsion group 0.840 0.242 .9187 

Medium Propulsion group 1.460 1.440 .0359 

Large Propulsion group 0.780 0.206 .9382 

Transport Ship group 0.323 0.175 .7162 

Combat Ship group 0.425 0.133 .9022 

Amphibious Ship group 0.350 0.148 .8221 
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TABLE 17 

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS     r BETWEEN THE DEPENDENT 
xy 

VARIABLE AND THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES FOR THE 
DIFFERENT STRATIFICATIONS. 

Stratifications 

Total 928 ships 

Small Hull group 

Medium Hull group 

Large Hull group 

Small Hull Subgroup-1 

Small Hull Subgroup-2 

Small Hull Subgroup-J 

Small Propulsion group 

Medium Propulsion grouo .01 

Large Propulsion group 

Transport Ship group 

Combat Ship group 

Amphibious Ship group 

Note: 
The entries in the table are value of r  's between the total 

xy 
cost of the ship and the respective component weights which are shown 
at the top of the column. 

HW PW EW CW AUW OFW ARW 

.50 .54 .54 .38 .49 .38 .32 

.31 .30 .30 .19 .26 .15 .17 

.03 .41 .48 .34 -.11 .02 .19 

.97 .97 .96 .97 .97 .97 .96 

.90 .31 .88 .90 .90 .89 .12 

.81 .92 .82 .88 .59 .70 .91 

.20 .11 .20 -.21 .21 -.21 -.14 

.83 .94 .89 .63 .77 .82 .88 

.01 .02 .06 -.04 -.02 -.02 -.01 

.93 .95 .96 .72 .94 .92 .96 

.67 -.80 .76 -.15 .12 .85 -.13 

.80 .91 .91 .86 .79 .83 .82 

.85 .58 .81 .89 .85 .85 .61 
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Observation of Table 16 confirms again Che earlier postulate that 

it is impossible to obtain good regression results if the value of the 

coefficient of variation, v , is high. In every case where the value 

v is over 1.00 the result is extremely poor. The value of ■§■ tends to 
Y 

2 
increase or decrease with v.  However, the value of R  is also a 

determining factor. A relatively low — can be obtained for a relatively 

2 9 

high v if R  is high, this Is shown in the Large Hull group. 

Conversely, a relatively high 5. can occur for a relatively low v if 

2 ? 

R  is low.  This is shown In the Medium Hull group. All these point 

to the fact that A is a function of both v and R .  It increases 
Y 

2 
with v and decreases with R 

Observing that both Tables 16 and 17 indicate the following 

relationships: 

2 
(1) In a particular group, if all the r  's are high,  R 

is also high. y 

2 
(2) In a particular group, if all the i  's are low, R 

is also low. y 

(3) In a particular group, if some of the r  's are high 

and some are low, it is possible that R  can still 
be high. This is shown In the Transport Ship group. 

Observation of Table 17 indicates the following relationships: 

(1) There is not any component weight that shows consis- 
tently higher values of correlation with the dependent 
variable over the other component weights throughout 
all the different experiments. 

(2) The component weights CW, AUW, OFW, ARW have more 
occurrence of negative r   than HW, PW, and EW. 

(3) In a particular group, a low value of r   for all 
xy 

the Independent variables does not always mean that 
there is a lack of true correlation between the 
dependent and independent variables. With the present 
ship cost data, it would seem more likely that it is 
due to poor stratification of samples. This is shown 
in the Small Hull Group where r  's are small, but 
after further stratification, theySmall Hull Subgroup-l 
and Small Hull Subgroup-2 produced high values of 
r 's. 
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Correlatlon Coefficients Between the Independent Variables 

The correlation matrix for the Independent variable was computed for 

each experiment performed.  It was found that In many cases the correlation 

coefficients between the Independent variables,  r  's , are high, I.e., 

almost as large as the correlation coefficients between the dependent and 

Independent variables,  r  's .  In several of the regression analyses Just 
xy 

performed, it was found that if the Independent variable which accounted for 

2 
the highest contribution to R  was eliminated from the computation, some 

other independent variable would come up in its place, and as a result, the 

2 
value of R  did not change significantly.  This high value of r  's 

signifies that the problem of multlcollinearlty does exist. 

Zero Regression Intercept 

In this section, multiple regression analysis which calls for a zero 

regression intercept will be used.  Under this method, b  , the constant 

term of the regression equation will be zero.  The covarlances, standard 

deviations and correlations are computed about the origin rather than about 

the mean. 

The method was performed on the total 928 ships. The following is a 

comparison of the results: 

Best1 R  Best2 s  Best 
obtained obtained  s/Y 

zero intercept not called for    .3274    261,779  1.480 

zero intercept called for       .4840    262,019  1.485 

2 
It can be observed that although the value of R  was Improved, 

there was no improvement on the value of s , which was not surprising. 

12 2 
Best R  means the largest value of R  obtained from the stepwise 

regression analysis. 

2 
Best s means the smallest value of standard error of estimate 

obtained from the stepwise regression analysis. 
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The same experiment wee performed on Che Amphibious Ship group. 

2 
The Amphibious Ship group shows consistently better velue of R  and 

s among the many groups chosen for regression analysis in this chapter. 

It is therefore favored for testing new methods to find out if the new 

method can make further improvement for groups which have comparatively 

2 
good results already. The experiment shows improvement in R  and 

slight improvement In s as follows: 

2 
Best R    Best s    Best 
obtained  obtained  s/Y 

sero intercept not called for  .7163    38,802   .175 

zero intercept called for      .9811    33,655   .152 

Above two experiments seem to indicate that better regression 

equations may be obtained by calling for sero regression intercept. 

However, the improvements may not be significant because there may be 

no improvement or only slight improvement in the value of the standard 

error of estimate. 

SUMMARY 

The following is a summary of the principal findings of the 

regression analyses thus far described. 

2 
(1) The parameters v  I , s/Y are important in 

examining the results of ths regression analyses. 
2 

The value of s/Y is a function of v and R , it 
2 

increases with v and decreases with R . 

(2) If the value of all the correlation coefficients 
between the dependent and independent variables 

r 's are high. R2 is likely to be high. If 
xy - 

all r 's are low, R  is likely to be low. If 
xy 2 

some r 's ars high and some are low, R could 
*y 

possibly still be high. 
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(3) If all the values of r  s are found to be low, 
xy 

most likely it is due to poor stratification of 
samples rather than due to lack of relationships 
between the dependent and independent variables. 

(4) To obtain a good regression result, two basic 
requirements must be met. 

(a) The value of v must be sufficiently low 
(not higher than 0.8). 

(b) The value of the  r   for some of the 
xy 

independent variables, but not necessarily 
all the independent variables, must be 
sufficiently high (higher than .75). 

These requirements can be fairly satisfied by 
proper stratification of samples. 

(5) In selecting the samples, it seems grouping by 
usage is more promising than grouping by hull 
weight or grouping by propulsion weight. 

(6) The results of regression analysis may be 
slightly improved by using a zero regression 
intercept. 

(7) Of all the various regression analyses 
performed in this chapter, the lowest value 
of  s/Y is 13.3Z which is still not satis- 
factory for practical purposes because the 
total cost of a ship is usually in the 
magnitude of many million dollars such that 
the tolerance for error is small.  It is 
suggested that better results could be 
achieved if the actual weight instead of the 
approximate weight of the ship components 
were used, but how significant will be the 
Improvement is still unknown. 



CHAPTER III 

THE ADDING-UP PROCESS 

Adding-up Process for the Total 928 Ships 

Using the total 928 ships, seven sets of two-variable regression 

analyses were performed with component weight as the independent variable 

and the component cost as the dependent variable, i.e., hull cost versus 

hull weight, propulsion cost versus propulsion weight, etc. The regression 

equation takes the form 

ci3 ■ boj+ Yu+ ei •    ]:\\i »28 (4-i) 

where C.   is the component cost 

W   is the component weight 

e  is the residual . 

After the parameters b  's and b 's have been determined, the estimated 
oj        j 

total cost of the ship was computed by the equation 

Y, ■ iMb . + b.W,,) + CSC, + DEC. + Profit.   i - 1 to 928 (4-2) 
1  J"l oj   j ij      i     i       i 

where CSC.  is the construction cost 

DEC.  is the design and engineer cost. 

The standard error of estimate was computed with the equation 

1    928 
 =  r  (Y  - Y ) 
928-10-1 i-1 K  i        V 

-A3- 

1 
2 

(4-3) 
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The value of s couiputed liere shows significant improvement over the one 

obtained by the multiple regression analysis. 

s ; s 
Y 

50, 350 Ü.288 

261, 779 1.480 

Addlng-up procfss 

Multiple regtussion analysis 

11.  Adding-up Prouesg tot the Amphibious Ship Group 

Due tu the remarkable improvement of the above experiment, the 

question of interest becomes whether the adding-up process will also 

show improvement fur ship groups whose multiple regression results 

are already competitively good such as the Amphibious Ship group. 

The same prucndures as in equations (4-1) to (4-3) were applied 

to the Amphibious Ship group (except in this case i « 1  to 131) . 

The results are t'Kmpated with those obtained from the multiple regression 

analysis as follows 

s s 

Y 

42,000 .186 

33.654 .152 

Addlng-up proiess 

Multiple regression analysis 

Contradictory to the results obtained with the >28 ships, for the 

Amphibious Ship group, the adding up process shows poorer results 

than the multiple regression analysis. 

Adding-up Process tor the Transport Ship Group 

To pursue the investigation further, the same experiment was 

performed on the Transport Ship group, which also has comparatively 

good results from the multiple regression analysis.  The experiment 
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hare «gain shows that the adding-up process yields poorer results than 

the Multiple regression analysis as shown below. 

s s 

Y 

54,892 .248 

sit. iH,802 .175 

SUMMARY 

Addlng-up process 

Multiple regression analysis 

The standard error of estimate for estimating the total cost of 

the ship rfas compared between the adding-up process and the mt „tiple 

regression analysis.  It was found that the adding-up process yields 

better results for the 928 ships but poorer results iur the Amphibious 

and Transport Ship groups. 

It should be noted that the 928 ships can be considered as a 

poorly selected sample due to its high value of coefficient of 

variation v »its multiple regression analysis results are poorer 

than the other two groups as shown below. 

Coefficient of    Multiple       _J_ 
variation v     regression R     y 

928 ships 1.80(1 .5721       1.4a. 

Amphibious Ship group U.323 .8463       0.152 

Transport Ship group 0.350 .9067       0.175 

For the 928 ships, the values of the R's obtained from the two- 

variable regression analysis of the adding-up process as represented 

by equation (4-1) are much higher in value than the value of R 

obtained from the multiple regression analysis. However, this is 

not true for the Amphibious Ship group and the Transport Ship group 

where the multiple regression R is high. 



The abova facts seem to lead toftfe^gogcluslon that tor poorly 

selected samples, the adding-up process will yield better results 

than the multiple regression analysis.  Whereas for better selected 

samples, the multiple regression analysis will yield better results 

than the adding-up process.  Hence multiple regression analysis 

should be pre! trod. 



CHAPTER IV 

NON-LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

All th« previous regression analyses performed assumed linear 

relationships.    The experiments which are to be performed here aim at 

testing whether there are some non-linear relationships existing 

between the dependent and independent variables. 

Tranaformlng the Independent Variablea 

Using the total 928 ships,  stepwlse regression analyses were 

performed with total cost of the ship as the dependent variable and the 

transformed values of ehe component weights    w       which we shall call 

f(U..)    as the Independent variables.    The different transformed values 

to be tested are   W        .  ^i.   , -i—      IOB    W       W   3    IOB W 

The regression equation takes the form 

7 
^ " b

0 
+    I   bj   tiV^) + e1,  i - 1 to 928. 

The results of the regression analyses are shown in Table 18. 

In this table, each column represents the results obtained from a 

particular regression analysis with a particular transformation.    For 

example,  the column under   W       shows results of regression analysis 

where the original    W    's   are used as independent variables;  the 

2 
column under    W^.      shows the results of the regression analysis 

where the squares of    W .'s    are used as independent variables, etc. 

Examination of Table 18 shows no improvement over the linear model 

for the different transformations. 
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TABLE  18 

RESULTS OF STEPWISE  NON-LINEAR REGRESSION  ANALYSIS  FOR THE 
TOTAL 928 SHIPS.     TOTAL COST AS  DEPENDENT  VARIABLE, 

TRANSFORMED VALUES  OF COMPONENT WEIGHTS  AS   INDEPENDENT 
VARIABLES 

1 
"   —         ~        —- —— ^~ "   — ——  —     1 

W       '   W     '' •s, lo« lO^J 1 W    3 
U lo«eWiJ ^J «•i 

"u 
r         value   for    HW 

xy 
.5U 

.54 

.4/ .48 .39 -.22 .45 .39 

-  do -                PW .52 .49 .38 -.25 .47 .37 

-  do  -                 EW .54 .50 .48 .38 -.20 .47 ,37 

do -                CW .38 . 39 .35 .29 -.14 .38 .28           { 

-   do   -               AUW .49 .-.b .46 .3b -.19 .45 .36 

-   do   -               OFW ."»8 

.27 

36 

.35 

.32 -.22 .43 .32 

— 

-   do   -               ARW .32 . >4 -.25 .24 .34 

Value  of     R .57 .54 .55 .46 .32 .49 .45 

g 
Value  of    — 

Y 
1.48 I.52 

— — ™ — —- 

1.52 1.61 1.71 1.57 1.62 

Y -   176,170 
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Including More Independent Variables into the Model 

Two other forms of non-linear relationships will be tried here: 

(1) Using the 928 ships, in addition to the seven component 
weights, the squares of all the seven component weights 
are also included as independent variables.  The regres- 
sion equation takes the form 

7 7   ■   2 
Y. - 1 b, W,.+ Lb  W.  + e      (3-1) 
i  j.i J  U  J=1 j  U 

i = 1 to 928,, 

(2) Using the 928 ships, in addition to the seven component 
weights, the cross products of the component weights 
HW, PW, EW, CW were also included as independent vari- 
ables.  The regression equation therefore has the 
following 18 independent variables 

(a) The seven component weights 

(b) HW x PW, PW x EW, EW x CW. HW x CW. HW x EW, PW x CW 

(c) HW x PW x EW, HW x PW x CW. PW x EW x CW, HW x PW x CW 

(d) HW x PW x CW x EW 

The results of the two experiments are shown and compared to the 

simple linear model below. 

Best    R Best     s 
obtained obtained 

Simple linear model 

Using equation (3-1) 

Using the 18 variables in  [2] 

The results show no improvements      It was observed that  the 

independent variables which were added to supplement   the  seven component 

weights were mostly highly correlated with one or more of   the seven 

component weights.    As a consequence,  it would not be expected that  these 

variables would produce an improved model 

5721 261,779 

6957 262 019 

5763 261 423 
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Transformlng the Dependent Variable 

Using the total 928 ships, stepwlse regression analyses were 

performed using the seven component weights as Independent variables 

and the transformed values of the total cost Y. , which we shall call 

f(Y.) , as the dependent variable. The regression equation takes the 

form 

f(V - b  + 1 ht WIJ + ei    ' ' 1 to 928' 1    o  j"l J  J 

The different transformations of Y.  are Y,  , /i~  , log Y. . 
1      i     1    0e 1 

The results of these various regression analyses are shown in Table 19. 

TABLE 19 

RESULTS OF STEPWISE NON-LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR 
THE TOTAL 928 SHIPS.  TRANSFORMATION OF TOTAL COST AS 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE, COMPONENT WEIGHTS AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

n - 928 

Yi ^ *r 1 
Yi l0*eYl 

.57 .14 .87 .50 .8352 

261,641 * 102 .0001 .7326 

176,170 * 367 .00003 11.45 

1.48 .218 33 .0064 

Best  R obtained 

Best s obtained 

Y 

s 

Y 

*Value extremely large; exceeded size defined in computer program 

In Table 19, each column represents the results obtained from a 

particular regression analysis using a particular transformation of the 

total cost Y  as dependent variable. 
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Table 19 seems to Indicate remarkable Improvements for the 

transformation /T? ,    There is an Increase of the value of R from 

.57 for the linear model to .87 and a decrease of the value of s 
Y 

from 1.48 for the linear model to 0.218. However, to test whether 

the decrease In the standard error of estimate Is mostly due to the 

change in unit of measurement and whether there Is In fact no real 

improvement, an experiment was performed using the following equations. 

7 

1   0  j-1 bJ Wij 

b  and b  are coefficients obtained from the 
o      j 

regression analysis 

2 Yi - (^) 

ei - Yi - Y1 (3-2) 

s = 

^28 

  -r1!  2 

928-7-1 1"i ei (3-3) 

It was found that the computed s is 268, 113~8lightly larger than 

the value of s obtained by the linear model which is 261,776. 

This indicates that results obtained from transformation of 

variables may be deceptive, it may give an apparent improvement when 

in fact there is no real improvement. 

Computations for the value of s using equations (3.2) and (3-3) 

were performed also for the regression results where Y  is transformed 

to log Y ; in this case , however, Y  is the antilog of the estimated 

log Y . The value of s computed here is 1,379,836 which is very 

much larger than the value of s of the linear model. 
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Slmilar «xparlmants «a abov« whar« Y. waa tranaforaad to ATT 

and ^B^^  wara parformad for tha Amphlbloua Ship group, Coabat 

Ship group and Tranaport Ship group; all raaulta indlcata no laprovaaant 

In tha valua of a ovar tha llnaar nodal. 

Tranafornlna Bot^ tha Daoandant Variabla and tha Indaoandan^ Variablaa 

Ualng tha total 928 ahlpa, atapwiaa ragraaalon analyaaa wara 

parforaad with tha tranafomatlona of tha aavan componant vaighta aa 

indapandant variablaa and tha tranaforaation of tha total coat aa 

dapandant variabla. Tha ragreaaion aquation bacomaa , 

7 
fCY^ - b0 + T^    f(w^) + 6^        1 - 1 to 928 • 

Tha diffarant transformations are (1) transforming tha variablaa to 

thair aquara root,  (2) transforming tha variablaa to thair log.Q 

valua, and (3) transforming the variablaa to thair log valua. 

Tha atandard error of estimate waa also computed for each 

experiment, ualng methods aimilar to the preceding aaction where the 

valuea of Y 's in its non-tranaformed magnitude were used to compute 

tha value of the reaidual e's. 

The results of these experiments show again improvement in 

tha value of R but no real improvement in the value of a for tha 

different tranaformatlons. The value of the R's and tha atandard 

error of estimates as described In the preceding paragraph are ahown 

aa follows: 

Beat R  Beat a 

Original variablaa .5721 261.779 

Transforming variablaa to their aquara root .8966 261,767 

Tranafarming variablaa to their log.Q value .9806 299,032 

Tranaforming variablaa to their log  value .9806 278,202 
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Slmllar experiments as above were performed for the Amphibious 

Ship group, Combat Ship group and Transport Ship group. The same 

results In which there Is an Improvement In the value of R but no 

real Improvement in the value of s are obtained for all these 

experiments • 

Graphical Analysis 

To help visualize the data, the Amphibious Ship group was 

selected for graphical treatment. For each of the seven component 

weights, a graph was prepared with points plotted between the total 

cost of the ship and the componenc weight. Two representative graphs 

are shown here.  Figure 1 Is a graph of the total cost versus the 

hull weight. It represents a well structured relationship between the 

two variables (the correlation coefficient Is .85).  Figure 2 Is a 

graph of the total cost versus the propulsion weight, it represents a 

poor structural relationship between the two variables (the correlation 

coefficient is .58).  For the remaining five component weights whose 

graphs are not Included, those with high correlation coefficients 

appear similar to Figure 1 and those with low correlation coefficients 

appear similar to Figure 2. 

The appearance of points concentrated in four straight columns 

in the graph is very informative.  It reveals the effect of assigning 

the same value for each of the component weights to all ships of the 

same type. The Amphibious Ship group includes four types of ships 

which consequently produce the four columns in the graph.  Because of 

this existing configuration, no matter where a regression curve is 

drawn through these points, a substantial number of points deviating 

from the curve is unavoidable.  This could be one good explanation 

for the high value of the standard errors of estimate (which is a 
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function of the deviation of the points from the regression curve). 

This also opens the possibility of making a conjecture that the true 

Inherent relationship between the two variables could possibly be 

described by a non-linear curve, such as a double-log curve.  But the 

existence of these 'point columns'1 In the present data may render 

little difference In the computed value of standard error of estimate, 

whether one fits a linear curve or a non-linear curve through the 

points as had been encountered In some of the previous experiments. 

This conjecture can also be applied to the zero regression Intercept 

experiments performed In chapter two. 

• 
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FIGÜRE 1 

TOTAL COST VERSUS HULL WEIGHT FOR THE AMPHIBIOUS SHIP GROUP 
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PI6URB 2 

TOTAL COST VIMU8 PI0PUL8I0N WBIGHT FOR T.IE AMPHIBIOUS »HIP GROUP 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The results of the various experiments In this study Indicated 

that there are some significant relationships between the component 

weights of the ship and the total cost of the ship. Multiple regres- 

sion equations which are statistically significant can be derived by 

using the total cost of the ship as the dependent variable and the 

component weights as the Independent variables. However, the degree 

of accuracy with which these multiple regression equations predict 

the total cost of the ship leaves much to be desired.  This degree 

of accuracy Is highly dependent on how the samples used In the regres- 

sion analysis were chosen.  It was found that the chances of achieving 

a high degree of accuracy are best If the samples were selected In 

accordance with the following two guidelines:  (1)  The ships are 

grouped by usage, for example, amphibious ships, combat ships etc., 

(2) The sample standard deviation should be small relative to the 

sample mean.  Following the above two guidelines, multiple regression 

equations yielding standard errors of estimate which are about 15% 

of the sample mean can be achieved.  It should be noted that this 

degree of accuracy Is not sufficient for practical prediction pur- 

poses.  However, one has to take Into consideration that there are 

two experimental limitations which exist in this study.  First, the 

total cost of the ship which was used as the dependent variable was 

estimated by the contractors.  It was not the true manufacturing 

cost.  Second, the weights of the ship components which were used as 
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th« indap«nd«nt variables war« only approximate weight value«. They were 

not the exact weight value«. In eddltion to the above two limitationa, 

another limitation i« that du« to lack of data. It wa« not possible in 

this study to perform experiments which further stratify ships into even 

more homogeneous groups» especially into samples consisting of ships 

bslonging to only one ship type. It is suggested that if this stratification 

can be achieved, the standsrd error of estimate may be reduced significantly. 

Numerous forms of non-linear prediction models heve been tested, 

but none has shown any significant Improvement over the linear models in 

it« ability to predict the total coat of the ship. 

One «ignificant finding in this study is that for appropriately 

selected sample«, where multiple regression equation« which give com- 

paratively better prediction« can be derived, the addlng-up process 

prove« to be an Inferior prediction tool for the total coat of the «hip 

a« compared to the multiple regression equation. 

The overall results of this study Indicated that statistical 

implementation of the engineering approach as represented by the 

regression analysis will not produce the kind of accuracy desired for 

ship cost estimation. But It does suggest that with the use of 

regression analysis, It Is possible to produce a family of estimation 

functions or curves within which a certain range for the total coat of 

the ship can be established to enable the Nevy to assess the credibility 

of a aet of estimations made by contractors. 
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